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R~AO,\~~~XPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF THE INERTIA

AND DAMPING COEFFICIENTS OF ASPHEROlD AND
SURFACE SHIP IN FREE HEAVE

by

G. WEINBLUM, S. BROOKS and P. GOLOVATO

Abstract

lnvestigation is made at the David T aylor Model Basin of the damping and added mass coefficients of a 7 to 1
prolate spheroid subjected to small free-heaving oscillations near the surface. Tests were performed at various depths
from surfaced to deep submergence, over a range of Froude numbers, and for a limited frequency range. Similar tests
were performed for a model of a surfaced aircraft carrier of 0.6 prismatic at several displacements.

A detailed evaluation is made of previous work in the field of near-surf;1ce oscillations. Although of limited
frequency range, the results of the present tests show reasonable agreement with available theoretical results. Tests
for surface ship models using forced-oscillation techniques have been performed recently by the third author [20].

INTRODUCTION

Pur pose

The purpose of the present report is to furnish
data primarily needed in the theory of ship motions
in a seaway; in addition, some results may be useful
in treating problems of directional stability, steer-
ing, etc.

Historical background

The determination of the path of a body moving
at or ne ar the free calm surface under the influence
of given extraneous forces leads to a complicated
boundary problem. The problem becomes still more
complicated when the body moves in waves [1,2].

Krylov [3] made a basic contribution to the
theory of oscillations of surface ships, but the
sovereign omission of hydrodynamic considerations
limits its immediate application. However, the
practical value of his basic concept is continuously
being increased by the introduction of hydro-
dynamic concepts and relations. These have led,
among other things, to adetermination of the
coefficients in the linear differential equations of
oscillations, especially the added masses and damp-
ing values.

Haskind has developed a theory of motions of
~urface ships in a regular seaway based on the source
and sink concept [4, 5]. He claims that his method
leads to a general solution of the hydrodynamic
problems involved. However, this is not the case;
essentially it yields information on the added mass
and damping and on some coupling terms, and
while extremely interesting, the paper is pot more
than a valuable hydrodynamic contribution to
Krylov's basic concept.

The senior author has applied Krylov's reasoning
to problems of completely submerged bodies and
has shown that in this case hydrodynamic effects
must be considered when determining exciting
forces. Further, extensive work has been published
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on the influence of the free surface on added masses
[2, 6, 24].

Havelock has computed the damping coefficients
in heave and pitch for a submerged spheroid at zero
speed and compared these results to the two-dimen-
sional solution commonly in use [7]. Also, he has
derived the dependence of the pitch damping on
forward speed for a long, narrow, floating plank
[8 ].

The flow around bodies (ships) moving in the
vicinity of a free surface is commonly pictured by
sources and sinks derived for a deeply submerged
condition. However, this method fails to disclose
a variability of the added masses with Froude num-
bers and frequency parameters, and therefore a
second approximation be comes necessary. Condi-
tions are simpler when dealing with damping. Here
the first approximation yields useful results.

It is important to note that the calculated wave
damping given by the aforementioned theory leads
to a linear damping term. This is obviously due to
the linear character of the hydrodynamic theory.

Mention should also be made of an interesting
effect which Kochin, stimulated by the work of
Bjerknes, calculated for the first time. Kochin [9]
has shown that a translational oscillation below a
free surface leads to a nonzero vertical average force
whose magnitude and direction depend upon the
frequency of oscillation. This solution is valid only
for zero speed of advance. Attention is drawn to
this little known effect since it may become neces-
sary to consider it when more elaborate investiga-
tions of forced oscillations will be initiated.

Plan 0/ the study

At the present state of the hydrodynamic theory,
experimental evidence is valuable.

The theory of seaworthiness of surface ships and
submerged bodies has to rely upon the study of free
and forced oscillations. At present, there is a ten-
dency in theoretical naval architecture to devote
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more attention to forced effects. This trend is en-
haneed by similar development in the hydro-
dynamies of the free surfaee.

In designing a faeility, whieh is briefly deseribed
later, provisions were made for the investigation of
free and foreed oseillations. The present study was
made before the "foreed part" of the faeility was
eompleted. Our experiments havebeen initiated to
some extent in an aeeidental way. We intended at
first to establish a teehnique for determining the
periods and the damping of free oseillations as an
indispensable part of model investigations in a sea-
way. During preliminary tests however, it appeared
that more general solutions eould be reaehcd by the
free-oseillation method, notwithstanding its in-
herent limitations. Therefore the deeision was made
to extend the original program, espeeially beeause it
seemed to be questionable at that time whether the
"foreed part" of the faeility would be built at all.

This deeision involved some diffieulties. First, we
had to use a temporary reeorder whieh did not meet
the requirements for systematie work. This eaused
some restrietions in planning and a slight loss in the
aeeuraey of results obtained. Seeondly, although
free oseillations are the simpler problem from the
viewpoint of experimentation as weIl as from that
of general meehanies, the hydrodynamie aspeet
presents more eomplieations than in thc ease of
foreed oseillations. Therefore we have to interpret
our results by theoretieal eonsiderations whieh are
not striedy applieable to our ease.

We investigated experimentally the free-heaving
oseillations of a spheroid and of a surfaee-ship
model. The experiments yielded added mass and
damping values for various speeds of advanee, for
some frequeneies, and, in the ease of the spheroid,
for several depths of immersion, or, better, for
some dimensionless parameters derived from these
values.

For purposes of seaworthiness stud'ies, no high
aeeuraey is needed in the final results for the
damping and added mass values.

Beeause of the simplifieations admitted when de-
fining these magnitudes in a seaway, the results
have to some extent a qualitative meaning only.
Conditions ean be different when using these eon-
eepts for the eomputation of the path in ealm water.
Here, in addition, there is the question of how re-
sults obtained from the oseillator ean be applied to
path problems.

The internal damping of the faeility turned out
to be higher than was expeeted, and this faet im-
pairs some results obtained for the deepest immer-
sion of the spheroid.

THEORETICAL CONSLDERA TIONS

Validity 01 themethod 01 Iree ascillations

Inertia eoeffieients as weIl as damping values ean
be different when derived from foreed and from

free oseillations since the flow patterns are different.
It was believed, however, that an approximate
agreement between the values of inertia and damp-
ing eoeffieient for free and foreed oseillations
would be obtained by employing results obtained at
eorresponding values of eertain eharaeteristie para-
meters. Weshall define these eharaeteristie para-
meters in the following seetion.

It has been mentioned already that Iree oseilla-
tions of a body dose to the free surfaee present a
more diffieult hydrodynamie problem than la rad
Gseillations. In the latter ease, the frequeney has a
known eonstant value. With free oseillations, eon-
ditions are mueh more eomplex. Few results are
available so far.

However, there is a simple praetieal aspeet of the
problem. Although the theoretieal solutions lead in
prineiple to eumbersome expressions, we have tried
to analyze our experimental results using the simple
formulations presented by the theory of damped
harmonie oseillations with viseous damping. This
proeedure is suggested by the inspeetion of the
experimental extinetion eurves obtained; these
agree weIl with the familiar pattern eorresponding
to damped linear harmonie oseillations, at least for
sm all and moderate damping. The eoneept of eon-
stant periods and of well-known damping eoeffi-
eients like the logarithmie deerement ean be re-
tained.

Further, sinee there is a dose relation between the
simple theory of free and foreed harmonie oseilla-
tions, the following erude working hypo thesis will
be adopted: As a first orientation, basie parameters
of the hydrodynamie problem will be borrowed
from the theory of foreed oseillations performed by
a body in an ideal liquid dose to the free surfaee;
in addition, it will be assumed that some quantita-
tive information on free oseillations ean be obtained
by eonsidering them as foreed.

Dimensianless parameters

We investigated immersions h beginning with
h = 0, the floating eondition at the surfaee, down
to a depth where the surfaee effeets beeome sm all
or even negligible. The definition of h for a body
of revolution follows from Fig. 1. The familiar
geometrie dimensionless parameter h/ d is used
throughout this report, although from theoretieal
eonsiderations the ratio h/l is preferable where I is
length of body.

In the theory of foreed oseillations, the depend-
enee of the inertial and damping eoeffieients upon
the depth of immersion is analyzed using the di-

mensionless frequeney parameter [J/t =
(J)Vh/ g.

For h eonstant, one obtains appropriate frequen-
ey parameters: For elongated bodies of revolution
Q(/ = (J)Vd/ g, and for surfaee ships [JJj = w vB/ g
where B is the beam. The Froude number, F =

= V / Vgl appears as a parameter when the bocly is
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advancing with a uniform speed V. Another para-
meter which is frequently more significant is
V/c = (ZnV)/gT, where c = g/w = gT/Zn is
the celerity of the free plane wave corresponding to
a frequency (I) and period T. At a critical value,
V /c = 1/4, the wave pattern generated by the
oscillations changes markedly. To wit, when
V /c < 1/4, the waves spread in all directions,
whereas this becomes impossible for V/c > 1/4
[ 10].

Thus five characteristic parameters h/d, D", F,
V /c and Qd or D/i can be used in analyzing our
experimental data with respect to free surface
effects. Of these, only three are independent.

The range of variation of Dd and [J/3investigated
so far is not large. It is clearly easier to vary Qd and
Q/i by the method of forced oscillations.

Average lift due to free surface

The magnitude of hydrodynamic forces and
moments experienced by a body moving uniformly
in a horizontal plane at or ne ar the surface has been
investigated rather extensively. We treat it here
briefly, because the effects involved influence the
evaluation of the extinction curve.
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By running the non-oscillating model at various
Froude numbers, we measured linear or angular
displacements which correspond to a new equili-
brium position under the influence of the hydro-
dynamic force or moment. It was assumed that this
position coincides with the mean position of the
oscillating body. From what has been said before on
the average oscillatory force, it follows that such an
assumption is not strictly true. However, no correc-
tions have been applied since the accuracy of our
present recording is such that we cannot introduce
corrections based on experiments, and theoretical
solutions are not sufficiently developed.

Analysi)' of the linearized equations of free hea ue

The formalism used in analyzing our experiments
is extremely elementary. We intentionally restricted
ourselves to motions with one degree of freedom.
Wehave to determine the coefficients in the differ-
ential equation of free heave:

m':- ~+ zN ~+ c' z = 0 (1)

i.e. to establish the dependence of the inertia factor
m':- and damping factor zN on variables like the
frequency of oscillation, speed of advance, and
depth of immersion. These factors will be defined
below in dimensionless form. It will further appear
that an investigation of the restoring factor C' be-
comes indispensable. In Equation (1) m" = m +
+ ntz is the apparent mass where m is the mass of

the model andin, is the "added" hydrodynamic
value. We denote by mo = e -V the mass of the dis-

placed water, and put kz =mz/mo. The tilde
indicates that the inertia factors are valid for free
surface conditions [6].

Assuming an initial displacement Z1, zero initial
velocity, and less than critical damping, we obtain
the "extinction curve":

z = Z1 e-ul [cos wt + !!.sin wt]
'"

(Z )
w

where:

ZN
Zn = ---:;-

1n"-
(3)

and:

2 C'
9W = -- - n~

1n'"

(4)

We introduce the definitions:

Zn
T = - period of dam ped motion

w
... (5)

Zo = Zn Jm':)C'

dimensionless damping coefficient
"

(6)
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As long as the damping IS not too strong, say
15 s:: 0.2, we let:

20 = nT
n

and

Higher accuracy is needed in the evaluation of
the masses. From Equations [4 J, [5 J and [6J:

.. ~ T2 C' (1 - 152)
}11"- ="}11 + m = (7 )Z 4n2'

. .

when 152< 0.005 or 15< 0.07:

T2 C'
In. = In':- - }11 = - - '}11, .

4n2

.
26 suffers from a serious deficiency since it is

lllhe:ently mass dependent, 215 = (2N)/(m':-w).
Durlllg the course of the experiments, the mass of
the model may have varied from 5 to 10 per cent.
and the added mass fluctuates greatly at depths
shallower than h/ d = 1. 5. Some scatter in a 215plot
might be due to this fact.

The damping coefficient 2N, suitably non-dimen-
sionalized, appears to be a logical choice as a meas-
ure of the damping since for fixed frequency,
Froude number, and submergence, it should depend
on the geometry alone. Also it allows a direct
comparison with results of forced oscillation tests.
In this paper, both 215 and 2N will be reported.

Restoring force coefficient

At zero and low speeds of advance, hydrodynamic
effects are negligiblej thus one can put:

C' = C + Co = C + CgA (9)

Here C is the spring constant and egA the
buoyant force per unit immersion, with A repre-
senting a waterline area. In the case of a surface
ship for example A is the area of the load waterline
Aw, and when dealing with a submerged body, A
is the cross section of the strut As. In the latter case,
UgA is generally negligible compared with C except
for soft springs and large struts. Large struts must
be used for large depths of immersion.

As assumed in the linear theory of ship oscilla-

ti~ns: Aw (and As) must be sensibly constant
Wlthlll the range of immersion, i.e., (oAw)/oz = O.

At higher speeds of advance, the influence of
hydrodynamic effects on the restoring force and
moment must be considered. This problem is in-
teresting from a general point of view, quite apart
from our present investigation.

In the case of the heaving motion, the surface
ship experiences a down ward suction force Z (po-
sitive lift occurs only at planing speeds beyond the
range of Froude numbers tested) which for a given
body is a function of the Froude number Fand the
draft H, Z = Z (F, H). For the spheroid, the
function Z(F, H) can be estimated in the range of

smaller values of F [11], but generally it must be
found from experiments on the oscillator by towing
the body at different speeds and drafts. Thus a set
of curves Z(F, H) can be obtained, and therefrom:

oZ (F, H) _ oZ (F, Ho+ z)
o H - oz --

where Ho is the initial draft at rest.
Z (F, h) is similarly obtained for the submerged

body and:

(8)

oZ (J<-,-~l
oh

oZ ..(~ho j- z)
cz

where, again, ho is the depth of immersion at rest.
In the case of the submerged body, [oZ (F, ho +

+ z) J/oz will generally be negligible, except when
the body is very dose to the surface; here, a break-
down ?f the flow may occur which complicates the
reasonlng.

Compared with the spheroid near the surface, the
derivative [oZ (F, H) J/oz for the surface ship
model was relatively sm all in the cases tested. We
have therefore not applied any hydrodynamic cor-
rection to the restoring coefficient except for the
case of the spheroid ne ar the surface. It is empha-
sized, however, that the problem should be recon-
sidered when a better recorder has been installed.

DamPing effects

We are primarily interested in wave effects. In
addition there dearly exists a "viscous" damping of
oscillation. The designation "viscous" indudes
effects due to skin f riction (shear stresses) and to
the generation of vortex sheets. At high Froude
numbers, the omission of viscous effects may lead
to errors, as will follow from our experiments and
can be demonstrated by the following estimate.

We assurne that our body is deeply submerged.
Skin friction is neglected. We assurne further that
towed with a uniform speed V und er a small angle
of attack a this body experiences a lift force
L = CL' (e/2) AV2a where C1~' = oCL/2a and A
is an area of reference, say that of a maximum
waterline (horizontal section). For the spheroid,
A = (n dl)/4.

CL' is known for some bodies of revolution and
some ship models. Assuming now that the "steady
state" value C/ is applicable to a heaving motion,
we obtain the well-known solution for the damping
force:

,e .
Ff)=CL ZAVz and zN = C '

~ AVL 2

For a body of neutral buoyancy:

CL' A
2n =

Z (1 + kz)
V.TC

Y
(10)



For the spheroid:

3 , V )2n =
4 (1 + kz)

CL d (11

We non-dimensionalize 2n by dividing it by V/I:

2nl

V
C1~' Al

2 (1 + kz) -}<
. . .. (12)

or for the spheroid:

2nl 3 , I )
V 4 (1 + kz)

CL - (13

It will be shown later in discussing damping in
heave (see Fig. 10) that results obtained horn this
formula by inserting the appropriate values are
significant and agree as to the order of magnitude
with experimental findings, provided the Strouhal
number (J)l/V is small. This condition is necessary
for the applicability of the analysis which holds
only for sm all angles of incidence, since, at con-

stant amplitude, ~ is proportional to (I). When the

Strouhal number is large, some other expression for
the damping may be introduced, for example

Pli = Cli (e/2) A~2. This destroys the linearity of
the damping term. We shall not persue the idea
further.

DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENTS

T he heave oscillator

The tests employed a heave oscillator which has
been developed for investigating free and forced
oscillations of surface ship models and submerged
bodies. In its present form it is a free vibrating
system of one degree of freedom.

The instrument consists of a vertical plunger and
a recorder. The plunger is suspended from a coil
spring clamped at each end by inner and outer
cylinders in which the helix of the spring has been
cut. Clamping is secured by screwing the outer
cylinder down onto a projecting flange of the inner
cylinder; see Fig. 1. The recorder is a simple paper
drive upon which a ball point pen traces the vertical
movement of the plunger. The pen is actuated by
means of a pantograph linkage connected to the
plunger.

The motion of the plunger is limited to the true
vertical and held in lateral alignment by splines
riding on ball rollers. Motion is induced by manual
compression or extension of the spring and a quick
release mechanism. Control of the frequency of
oscillation of the plunger is limited by the natural
frequencies of the four springs availablc for use
with this instrument. Input amplitude is controlled
by varying the initial displacement of the springs
when compressed or extended.
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This instrument can be adapted to test surface or
subsurface models by the use of various combina-
tions of struts and spacers.

A heaving test requires one strut to bc rigidly
connected to the model and to the plunger. This
strut is usually centered over the center of buoyancy.
Surface and subsurface models and all component
parts of the oscillating system are carefully weighed
to determine the true mass of the system.

The test work performed in conjunction with
this report has necessitated frequent changes of the
springs. The method of locking the springs in the
spring caps allows a slight variation in active coil
length whenever the springs are changed. To insure
that the proper spring factor is used for each test, a
calibration was conducted at each spring change by
placing calibrated weights on a weight pan built in
the plunger and then recording the deflections.
These deflections were measured from the tape and
the spring factor calculated. To prove thc accuracy
of this method and the repeatability of the instru-
ment, concurrent calibrations were conducted by
measuring the plunger deflections with a machinist's
dial indicator graduated in 0.00 I-inch intervals.
The indicator and tape readings have agreed to
within 1 per cent. and repeat ability is positive.

The models

The experimental data were obtained trom tests
on a surface and on a subsurface model. The experi-
ments with the subsurface model are a continuing
study on a 7 to 1 prolate spheroid 9 feet long.

Surface data were obtained from experiments on
an available model whose dimensions were suitable
for use in the heave oscillator. It represented a
proposed aircraft carrier (see Fig. 2) and had a
length of 10.73 feet, a beam of 1.354 feet, and a
displacementof 198 pounds at a draftof 0.363 foot.
The block coefficient was 0.589 and the prismatic
coefficient 0.605. This model had an extremely flat
stern bounded by two skegs which protruded quite
far aft. The center of flotation was approximately
0.56 of the length aft of the forward perpendicular.

General remarks on the experiments

In the deeply immersed condition,
clearly an indispensable part of the
setup.

Models floating on the surface, however, ex-
perience restoring forces due to changes of buoyancy.
Therefore, in principle, such models can be tested
without a spring so that the experiments reflect the
natural conditions. However, the damping is
generally so strong that the extinction curves die
out very quickly and it is rather difficult to eval-
uate properly the period and the effect of the added
mass. By introducing an additional spring force,
one is enabled to find the period and the added mass

the spring is
experimental
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with reasonable accuracy. Obviously, the values so
obtained do not correspond to the natural frequen-
cy of the full-size ship. By changing the stiffness
of the spring and the masses, variations in frequen-
eies (J)

= 2n/T can be obtained. This was done in
several cases, but as has been pointed out before, no
comprehensive investigations on the dependence of
free-surface effects upon Qd or QB have been made
since such variations can be performed much easier
by forced oscillations. Therefore the results pre-
sented are meagre and can serve only as a first
orien ta tion.

Since our analysis is based on linear differential
equations, it is essential to keep the linear displace-
ments small. However, comprehensive treatment of
free-surface effects requires the investigation of
several initial displacements to establish deviations
from the linear law. Such experiments were fre-
quently performed. It is thought that this amplitude
dependency should be investigated later when the
facility is completed. In the present report we con-
fined ourselves to the average of the results obtained.

The proper way to perform heaving tests clearly
requires correcting before each run for the com-
paratively sm all linear displacements which a body
in uniform motion near a free surface would incur.
The desired me an position of the body when ad-
vancing and oscillating is thus approximately ob-
tained. Within the limits of the accuracy attainable
at present, such a refinement did not appear to be
necessary.

The hydrodynamic force can be calculated
(Fig. 3) from the deflection of the spring. A com-
parison with former results [12] showed a reason-
able general agreement in the case of submerged
bodies; this is all that can be expected from the
present records.

Some difficulties arise in the interpretation of
results for surface conditions. Assurne first that the
vertical force is measured when the model is kept
in a fixed vertical position. This gives a true value
of the hydrodynamic suction force as differentiated
from the buoyancy force only as long as the average
level of the water around the model coincides with
the original calm water surface, i.e., at lower Froude
numbers up to slightly below F = 0.3, depending
upon the shape of the body. At higher Froude
numbers, the vertical force measured in such a way
presents a purely qualitative value. Using aspring,
a fixed condition can be approximated by lifting
the model be fore each run by such an amount that
the initial draft is maintained underway.

When the model is free to perform a vertical
motion, obviously no force measurement is possible.
One can only register the bodily sinkage of the
model.

Using aspring, some intermediate condition be-
tween the fixed and free position is reached. Again,
the force calculated from the spring elongation can
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be interpreted properly only at low Froude num-
bers. The fixed condition can be approximated by
lifting the model before the run by an appropriate
amount.

Experimental procedures

Heaving tests on a submerged body were usually
conducted according to the following procedure.
The model was carefully aligned to assure that the
angles of yaw and pitch were zero; it was then
submerged to adefinite depth. A static (non-oscil-
lating) run was made to establish the mean position
of the oscillating body due to the surface influence
for the various speeds of advance at which the model
was to be tested. This change in vertical displace-
ment indicated the lift force at the vertical position
assumed. The procedure was followed for tests at
the several basic depths of submergence.

Surface models were similarly tested. T owards
the end of the experimental work for this project,
however, a more accurate measure of the lift force
was obtained by removing the spring from the
system and res training the model to its initial posi-
tion by weights. As the lift force varied, the model
was returned to its original position by adding or
removing known weights. The model was tested at
several displacements and various speeds of advance.

Data for determining damping and added mass
in heave were obtained from the records of the
models oscillating vertically at the various depths
and speeds of advance. In addition the input am-
plitude was varied to study the resulting effects,
and different springs were employed to study the
effects of the change in frequency.

Analysis of the data

For damped free vibrations, the amplitudes of
any two consecutive maxima decreases from
Z,.: = zoe-nt to

Z" + 1 = zoe--n (t + 1'); the ratio of any
two consecutive maxima is a constant e-n1'. Thus
log (z" + l/Z,,) = - nT.

The maximum amplitudes for all heaving tests

w~re plotted on semilog paper and a straight line
falred through the points. When multiplied by
T in, the slope of this line, n, yields the damping
coefficients 2Ö.

The damping coefficient 2N can be computed
from a knowledge of the slope n and the period T
since 2N = (C' /2n2) nT2.

EXPERIMENTAL RESUL TS

Spheroid

Lift Force Due to the Free Surface

Non-oscillating runs were made at various depths
of submergence and speeds primarily to determine
the mean position of the oscillating body in order
to allow proper analysis of the extinction curve in

-----
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heaving motion. However, the resulting spring
extension allows the computation of the vertical
force due to uniform motion of the spheroid below
the free surface.

This force, non-dimensionalized with respect to
the total displacement, is plotted in Fig. 3 against
Froude number for various submergences. The
general trend of the curves agrees with the results
obtained earlier on a lift balance (Reference 12,
Fig. 10). Sever al curves from this reference are
plotted in Fig. 3 for purposes of comparison.

Damping in Heave

Heaving tests were run for a range of submer-
gences and speeds using 80, 55, 28 and 14 pounds
per inch springs. Initial displacements % to 3 inches

0.40

0.30

c..
'ü

~
u 0.20
:?

'1So
E
8
"'0N

0.10

o 0.5

in either direction from the zero speed equilibrium
position of the model were used. Initial amplitude
effects were not significant so that the periods and
damping values were averaged from tests of varying
initial displacements but otherwise similar conditions.
These averaged data points and appropriate faired
curves for all heaving tests of the spheroid appear

in Figs. 4 and 5 where 2b and 2N' = [2N / (LI/ v gl) ]
are respectively plotted against !J2 for constant h/ d
and Froude number.

Also plotted in Figs. 4 and 5 are curves of 2b and
2N' respectively as a function of frequency from
heaving tests in air at frequencies and amplitudes
corresponding to those used in the heaving tests in
water. In these figures the curve marked "instru-
ment damping" must represent thc frictional

.1.5 2.0
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damping of the instrument, and it can be seen that
it is a considerable portion of the total damping
measured at comparatively deep submergence
h/d = 2.9.

If the assumption is made that the damping
coefficient ZN is a function of frequency, forward
speed, and depth alone, then the value of zN in air
may be subtracted from ZN at lesser depths for
corresponding frequencies and speeds in order to
obtain the hydrodynamic damping. The logarithmic
decrements cannot be subtracted in this manner
since it is mass dependent and the added mass varies
considerably from shallow to deep submergence.

A strip method based on Havelock's work has
been used to determine theoretically the wave
damping for a body performing small oscillations
below a free surface at zero forward speed.

Assurne a cylinder of radius r with its axis hori-
zontal and submerged a distance h below the free
surface. The cylinder is performing sm all heaving
oscillations Zo sin wt. It will be assumed that the
cylinder may be replaced by a doublet with vertical
axis whose strength is oscillating, the instantaneous
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magnitude corresponding to the strength necessary
to generate a cylinder of radius r in an infinite fluid
with instantaneous velocity zow cos wt.

The amplitude of the regular waves generated by
a submerged oscillating doublet is given [13] as:

IX = Zn z[) r" ko" e-k/' (14)

where ko = 0)2/ g.

This amplitude is precisely the same as that for a
swaying cylinder (Equation (lZ), Reference 13).

Under assumptions of forced simple harmonic
vibration and small radiated energy, Havelock [14]
suggests finding the damping coefficient by equa-
ting the me an rate of propagation of energy out-
wards in the wave motion to the mean value of
work done by the damping force. The me an rate
of propagation of energy outwards per unit length
is found to be:

Using a strip method, the rate of total energy

~
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propagation E can be computed by integrating E'
over the length of the spheroid 2a:

32n2 171 a(!w7 Z02
E =

15 g2
e-2koh. . .. (16)

with 2b equal to the maximum beam.

The total wave energy propagation Equation (16)
can be equated to the mean rate of the work done
by the damping force 'Iz (2N) Z02w2. Solving for
2N', the non-dimensional damping.

, 2N 4n
c II2N =

LJ/v'gl=
5Qi' "YJe-2Dh2.. (17)

The damping coefficient 20 is:

2 0 = 2N
=

4n (!.V Q 4
d2

-2!Jh2

m':' w 5 m':' h h2
e .. (18)

Comparison can now be made between these
theoretical results and the experimentaIly deter-
mined values at zero Froude number. The coeffi-
cient 2(5 of Equation (18) does not lend itself weIl
to such comparison since m':' is an unknown func-
tion of frequency which must be determined ex-
perimentaIly. Thus it cannot be said to be a
"theoretical" result.

The coefficient 2N' of Equation (17) has been
plotted in Fig. 5 for h/d = 1.0, 1.5 and 2.9. Dif-
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ferentiation of Equation (17) indicates that a

maximum exists at Qd = /5d;4h. Thus for
h/ d = 1, the theoretical peak is at Qd = 1.12. The
experimental data indicate a peak in damping in
this vicinity, but insufficient data were obtained to
define it accurately. The measured damping curve
is higher than the theoretical curve at h / d = 1.
This may be due to the fact that the approximation
used for the doublet distribution loses accuracy
with diminishing submergence. For greater depths
of submergence, h/d = 1.5 and 2.9, the comparison
is good. If the instrument damping curvc is sub-
tracted from the experimental curve at h/d = 1.5
and 2.9, the resulting curve closely foIlows the
theoretical wave damping.

Fig. 6 and 7 (obtained from Fig. 4) and Figs. 8
and 9 (obtained from Fig. 5) are cross plots show-
ing the damping versus Froude number relation for
constant frequency. Fig. 8 offers evidencc that the
choice of the damping coefficient 2N' to describe
damping forces in heave affords advantages since
the data collapse above Froude numbers of 0.35.
The damping coefficient is substantiaIly indepen-
dent of frequency above this Froude number. This
region of frequency independence corresponds to
relatively smaIl an gles of attack. For Froude num-
bers above 0.35 and with the initial displacement
no greater than 3 inches, the maximum instanta-
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d for Spheroid
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neous angle of attack for the range of frequencies
tested never exceeded 10 degrees.

The celerity C of a wave having the period of
oscillation of the body is c = gT /2n. Hence a
graph of the damping coefficient versus Froude
number for constant frequency (Figs. 6 through 9)

can be interpreted as a plot of damping coefficient
versus V / c. For higher values of Q", the total
damping coefficient is decreasing with V /e and this
applies a fortiori to the wave part of the damping.
This result supports Haskind's findings for surface
ships [4] (see also Equation (36) Reference 15).
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On the other hand, our measurements for
h / d = 0 do not show the strong decline with V / c
predicted by Haskind. The trend of the damping
curves at h/ d = 1 is rather unexpected for lower
frequencies.

In discussing the theory of damping effects,
attention was called to the fact that the omission
of viscous effects may become misleading in the
determination of total damping. Equation (10) and
(11) were developed for the damping force coeffi-

0.30

0.2~

0.05

cient in the deeply submerged condition using a
"steady state" value for the lift-curve slope. The
lift-curve slope can be taken from Reference 12
where, for h/d equal to 3, oCr/na equals 0.10. If
2N is non-dimensionalized by thefactOr ((1/2) A V,
where A is the maximum waterline area, the non-
dimensional damping coefficient is oCr/da, a con-
stant for small angles of attack. The value of 0.10
for this body is not small and cannot be neglected.
In Fig. 10, 2N/(1]/2) AV is plotted against Strou-

o 5 10 15 20 25
5 .Strouhal Number. ~\

4030 35

Fig. 10. DamPing Coefficient Versz/s 'Strouhal Number at h/d = 2.9 for Spheroid
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haI number (J)l/V for constant frequency. They
agree in order of magnitude with the "theoretical"
constant value of 0.10, provided the Strouhal
number is small. This condition is necessary for the
applicability of Equation (11). The lift in the
oscillatory motion seems to be less than that derived
from static conditions. It must be borne in mind
that the large instrument damping values make it
difficult to interpret the curves properly so that we
da not wish to stress this point.

Added Masses

As emphasized before, it was not intended to
cover a broad range of values of frequencies because
this can be done much more easily by forced oscil-
lations. The original purpose was to obtain a few
data points using free oscillations and later to com-
pare these with pertinent results derived from
forced oscillations. However, some of the results
are so interesting that a more general discussion
appears to be justified.

Figs. 11 and 12 show the dependency of the added
mass coefficient upon Qd for various Froude num-
bers and depths of immersion. Tests with sever al

1.4
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1.0

0.8

0.6

CJ.4
o 0.2 0.30.1

Froude Number

initial displacements but otherwise similar condi-
tions were again averaged.

Fig. 11 reveals a maximum in the kz versus Qd
curve at h/d = 1, F = O.Comparable graphs have
been published by UrseIl [2] and Haskind [21]
for h/d = o. UrseIl's investigation leads to t --+

--+ CXJ as Qd --+ 0 while Haskind's curve shows a
hump similar to that obtained in the present study.

The hump in the curve does not appear for
nonzero Froude numbers due to the limited experi-
mental range of frequencies. By using forced
oscillations, it should be possible to clarify the whole
problem satisfactorily.

Figs. 13 and 14 are cross plots taken from
Figs. 11 and 12 to show the dependency of added
mass coefficient upon Froude number for constant

Qd and h/d. The dependence of kz upon Froude
number is not too pronounced for h / d = 0, 1.5
and 2.9. This is also true for the higher frequencies

at h/d = 1. However, a steep drop in t with in-
creasing F (or V / c) for lowest freq uencies at
h / d = 1 is most conspicuous. A line of constan t
V / c = 1/4 has been drawn in Fig. 13 and no

abrupt change in kz at V / c = ~ can be found.
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Pig. 14. Addcd Mass Cocfficient Versus Froude Number for blei = 0, 1.5, 2.9 ami Constallt Qd for Spbcroid
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At h/d = 2.9, we might expect dose agreement
of the experimental values with Lamb's values for

infinite immersion of kz = 0.93. This can be in-

ferred from the well-known formula kz = 1 ::!::12
(d /2h) 2 which applies to a circular cylinder moving
below a rigid wall or free surface (the sign depend-
ing on the case). For the cylinder at h/d = 2.9,the
value of kz is within 112 per cent. of the infinite
depth value. The experimental data for the spheroid
shown in Fig. 14 are in the neighbourhood of
Lamb's value.

Influencc of Viscosity on thc Added Mass
and Damping

Although some experimental results obtained
carlicr agree satisfactorily with theoretical values,
doubts have been frequently expressed whether the
added mass coefficients determined for motion in
an ideal medium can be applied to actual conditions
with reasonable accuracy. Two effects must be
considered: The thickening of the body by the
boundary layer and possible separation. Since the
dis placement thickness of the boundary layer is
generally small, it can be assumed that the first
effect generally has no great influence. If we ex-
dude bodies with abrupt changes in section, then
no considerable separation should be expected.

Generally speaking, the flow pattern around a
body under starting conditions dosely l'esembles
potential flow, provided the viscosity of the liquid
is low (water). Thus, apriori, one would not expect
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a large influence of viscosity on transverse added
masses.

Since it was not possible to eliminate the bound-
ary layer, we went the opposite way. We roughened
the smooth surface of the spheroid (30 mesh sand
on wet paint). U nder otherwise similar conditions
of fluid motions, this may lead to a doubling of the
boundary layer thickness as compared with thc
smooth condition.

As had been anticipated, oscillation tests made at
h/d = 2.9 showed only aminute increase in periods
as compared with the results for the smooth body
(Fig. 15). Since these exploratory tests agrec with
our simple reasoning, there is apparently no necd to
bother about the influence of viscosity cffects on

such added mass factors as t, kiff!' km kzz for ship-
like bodies and very elongated strcamlincd bodies
of revolution. It is not evident that the same con-
dusion holds by analogy for the generally small

factors t, kx.p The damping coefficient is mode-
rately increased.

Carrier model

In the present investigation some preliminary
experimental studies were made in which the model
was lifted above the water surface and dropped in
order that the damped motions could be compared
with and without slamming.

The heaving motion of a carrier model was in-
vestigated for three initial draft conditions (2.8-,

o 0.1 0.2 0.3
F(oude Number

0.60.4 0.5

Fi/(, 15, Tbc Effce! of Surface RouglJ/1':ss Oll DamPing Cocffieicn! and Period of Oscillation of Spheroid
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4.3- and 5.8-inch waterlines). The model was sup-
ported by the 55 pound per inch spring for the first
two conditions and no spring was used for the
5.8 -inch waterline condition. Sever al initial vertical
displacements were tested at each draft. Two initial
displacements for the 2.8-inch waterline condition
corresponded to an elevation of the body above the
freewater surface of ~ and 1 ~ inches. An impact

was obtained on the bottom after releasing the
model.

Incidental to the main purpose of these experi-
ments, namely the determination of the effects of
slamming on the oscillatory motion of a surface
ship, was the measurement of the lift force on the
body due to the free surface during non-oscillating
runs at various forward speeds. The force is non-
dimensionalized by the appropriate displacement
for the particular draft and is plotted against
Froude number in Fig. 16.

The results of the heaving tests of the carrier
model are summarized in Fig. 17. The frequency
parameter Q/J, damping coefficient 215, and added

mass coefficient kz are plotted against Froude num-
ber with the results of several initial displacements
averaged. Not much importance should be attached
to the maximum draft because of the heavy flare
of the sections. The most important results are those
for the design draft of 4.32 inches. The variability

of the period is not pronounced, and the same ap-
plies to the added masses which, within the accuracy
of our experiments, could be averaged by a straight
line.

Following Lewis' method [22], St. Denis calcu-

lated the added mass in this case and obtained kz =

= 1.63. This may be compared with the experi-

mental value of 1.25 for the 4.32-inch waterline.
Note that the latter refers to a higher frequency
than that corresponding to natural conditions.

However, since we expect an increase in kz with
frequency, it can be assumed as probable that cal-
culations based on Lewis' method are liablc to give

tao high a value for kz.

Comparison of the extinction curves for slam-
ming and non-slamming conditions revealed no
significant difference. Values for the damping
coefficient for the two slamming tests are plotted
in Fig. 17 with special symbols, and it can be seen
that the difference betwcen these points and thc
averaged faired data are sm all. This contradicted
aur preconseived ideas. However, the explanation
of the phenomenon is simple. Although the momen-
tary force during impact is large, its time of dura-
tion is very short so that the resulting impulse is
only moderate. However, high accelerations are
reached. These cannot be determined from the
extinction curves, but they have been investigated
subsequently by accelerometers. The experimental
results and their discussion following Wagner's
theory are given by Szebehely in Reference 23. We
hope that aur preliminary study of impact pheno-
mena, which is only a sideline in the present in-
vestigation, will stimulate further research in this
field of theoretical naval architecture.
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Notation

1110

111'"

ZN

ZN'

d
F
g

H
h

Characteristic area
Length of spheroid
Beam of surface model
Maximum diameter of spheroid
Stiffness coefficient
Coefficient of lift
oCdoa
Speed of the free plane wave cor-
responding to a frequency w, c

= g/w
Maximum diameter of spheroid

Froude number V / J gl
Acceleration of gravity
Draft of ship
Depth of submergence to longitu-
dinal axis of spheroid
Added mass coefficient for free
surface condition
w2/g
Lift force
Length of body
Mass of the model

Added mass for free surface con-
dition
Mass of displaced water
Apparent mass
Damping coefficient

ZN / (LI/ J gl), Dimensionless damp-
ing coefficient
ZN/m'"
Radius of cross section of spheroid
Period of oscillation of damped
motion
Time
Speed of advance
Volume of the body
Lift force
Displacement in the direction of
the gravity axis, positive downward

ko
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111
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Z11
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T

t
V
TT
v'
Z
z

a
a

Amplitude of the regular waves
Angle of attack
Displacement of the model
Dimensionless damping coefficient
Density of the fluid medium
Dimensionless frequency parameters
Circular frequency of damped
motion
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